
Rough outline 
Per Aaron and Laura phone call,  April 4 2018 
  
*Current word count: 570 words 
Cutting from the outline whatever is not helpful –including my headings and commentary and 
everything I’ve simply gotten wrong—should leave you a nice bit of room for building this out in 
your own voice and easily ending in the 500-700 word range. 
  
Title: ideas? 
  
Lede: dramatic opener from Peace Corps life 

● possible remark on what you’d left behind to be there: EMC, big data, duplication, M&A 
●  First six weeks in Kazakhstan, a shooting, a kidnapping, and a terrorist plot 

  
A pivot: to get you to Asemio/back to the States 
Existential crisis of re-entering American society and attempting to combine a technology and 
community development background 
  
Return to the US and to the tech start up environment.  
(lots of scene setting, admittedly, though I like this for its story factor) 

●  Return to so much of what you might expect/usually picture of the start-up scene: 
●  the funky warehouse office space, an employee lineup that leans heavily toward/has a 

deep bench of software engineers and top flight business/management consultants. 
●  Also an opportunistic approach to finding our product—or—also the assumption that 

we’d be launching a software product. 
● Asking ourselves “What is it that people need (in X market)?” 

  
Transition moving us toward idea/framing the problem that your perspective solves 
(Is this an okay reframing of your ideas? May be too strong or not right for your voice) 

●  Asking ourselves what software we could design was a lot like the approach to data that 
most social sector/nonprofits/social entrepreneurs take. 

● They are out there asking what software they should buy, looking for the product to 
crunch the numbers for them. 

● But I’ve become convinced the software-centric/software solution model is exactly 
wrong. 

  
The Big Idea Section: technology as strategic differentiator rather than a commodity. 
  
Tee-up Option 1: 

●  It’s not about the software it’s about the data ecosystem.  
● This gets missed all the time.  Big funders, systems ________[missing your noun, 

whoops!], they’re looking for a product, a Microsoft Excel to crunch their numbers.  But 



that’s not the solution—OR—that’s not the correct problem to solve. We have an data 
ecosystems problem. 

●  The efficiency/density/data-richness of private sector ecosystem is what enables your 
interests to track with you across the web, whether that’s a pair of shoes or a travel 
destination… (possibly cut this illustration, a nod to the non-tech savvy)  

 
Tee-up Opt 2: 

● It’s not about the software it’s about the data ecosystem.  
●  How do we get that ecosystem more robust, more intelligent, more integrated, more 

efficient/effective for organizations that are driven by the desire to make positive impacts 
rather than to make money? 

●  (this research bullet can be cut entirely and the idea still flows) 
The dollar is an effective driver for the private sector’s data ecosystem. Social and 
behavioral scientists are investigating what might be that driver for impact investing. 
Whatever conclusions shake out from that research… 

  
It’s clear to me/us that the social sector will need what our different perspective informs. 
(That’s why) Asemio is creating data infrastructure for social change. 
  
Two issues that have to be tackled even before the technological: culture and 
governance 

●  Frame as: the lessons of community development in Kazakhstan intersect with tech  OR 
ultimately my time in the Peace Corps seeded insights into community development that 
also inform our approach to data ecosystems 

●  shared cultural values lead to shared trust—the underpinning of oversight, privacy, 
ethics 

● only then can you lever the technology/the data 
  
Conclusion: 
Technology is best thought of as a strategic differentiator rather than a commodity.  

● Something you want to say about Asemio’s clients, brand, vision 
●  And/or something about Asemio’s role in/hopes for the Greenville project 

  
  
 


